High throughput virtual screening and E-pharmacophore filtering in the discovery of new BACE-1 inhibitors.
Alzheimer's disease is a progressive neurodegenerative disorder, which is characterized by amyloid β peptide deposition in the brain. Aβ peptide, the major component of amyloid plaques is generated by the sequential processing of a larger protein called amyloid Precursor Protein by β-amyloid cleaving enzyme (BACE-1). In this study, we appllied computer assisted methodology unifying molecular docking and pharmacophore filtering to identify potent inhibitors against BACE-1. In order to inspect the pharmacophore region and binding mode of BACE-1 135 reported co-crystallized ligands of BACE-1 were docked into the active site using Glide XP. The present molecular docking studies provided critical information on protein ligand interactions that revealed imminent information on chemical features essential to inhibiting BACE-1. Based on the docking results we proposed structure based pharmacophore features that hold well as potent BACE-1 inhibitors. A huge set of compounds was docked into the active site of BACE-1 and the hits from the docking were filtered to match the chemical features of the pharmacophore model. The compounds resulting from the pharmacophore filtering were again re-docked into the active site of BACE-1 and the three hits bound well into the active sites and matched the pharmacophore models which were identified as possible potential inhibitors of BACE-1. Molecular dynamics simulation reveals that lead 3 shows constant RMSD and the number of hydrogen bonding with the protein among the identified three lead molecules.